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t h eBEAMER 
Spring Edition 

The Commodore’s Letter:   So what’s new in the Commodore’s world? 
 

Well, my boat’s in the water, I’ve greatly enjoyed our first race and I’ve even agonised 
over our first cancellation of the year (a windy Sunday) only to see the ood reach the 
same conclusion. Phew - another narrow escape from being keel hauled by an un-
grateful crew. 
Anyway, enough of the me, me, me stuff. 
On the club front, we’re all delighted our ‘new to us’ Committee boat is proving itself to 
be a real winner. We’re also pleased to have sold on Sea Witch. It has served us well 
but it’s good to put the changeover of boats to bed and move on. 
Talks with the marina’s new operator about our future clubhouse needs are continu-
ing. We’re still seeing this as a two - well, two to three - year project and we’re still 
planning to speak with members about it in May. Watch this space. 
 
On the sailing front, there’s work going on to ensure the dinghy regatta on May 11th is 
a success. Working in conjunction with the new Sailing School, we’re estimating 
something like 60-80 boats will be sailing. 
 
As for cruising, John Murphy and Ian Cameron are expecting to exceed their 10 boat 
target for the club cruise in August to the Holy Isle/the Farnes, taking in the Anstruther 
Muster ‘en route’. 
 
We’re sad to see Abs 2 and Gajima leave us. Both have become widely recognised 
and popular boats. On the plus side, we’re pleased to welcome some new boats to 
Port Edgar racing – including a Corby, a J88 and a 707 to name but three. 
 
Finally, as the dredging programme draws to a close, we stand ready for the next part 
of the site face-lift, the ‘Let’s knock down some old buildings and make better use of 
the site’ project. I know this will see the end of the large shed opposite the clubhouse, 
but it will also include other buildings around the site. 
We go forward! 

Featuring: 
the Cruise in Company Schedule, Dry Out and Stay Upright, 
The Ships in Jock’s Life, and new to the Beamer: Cooking 
with Martin!  
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Sunday 27th April  Spring Cruise to Aberdour 
    Depart Port Edgar    10:30 a.m.  
    Arrive  Aberdour    11:30-12:00 a.m. 
    Visit the clubhouse or lunch ashore 
    Depart Aberdour     3 p.m. 
    Return to Port Edgar    4:30 to 5 p.m. 
    HW       14:02 BST – 5.4m 
Sunday 25th May  Cruise to Limekilns 
    Depart Port Edgar    10:00 a.m.  
    Arrive  Limekilns    11:00-11:30 a.m. 
    Visit the clubhouse or lunch ashore 
    Depart Limekilns     2:30 p.m. 
    Return to Port Edgar    3:30 to 4 p.m. 
    HW       12:49 BST – 5.1m  
Sunday 27th July  Summer Cruise to Burntisland 
    Depart Port Edgar    11:00 a.m.  
    Arrive  Burntisland   1:00 p.m. 
    Visit the clubhouse or fun fair! 
    Depart Burntisland    4:00 p.m. 
    Return to Port Edgar    5:30 to 6 p.m. 
    HW       16:04 BST – 5.2m 
 

Summer Cruise in company to Holy Island (Lindisfarne) and the Farne Islands 

Saturday 16th  Depart Port Edgar    8:00 a.m.  

    Sail to Anstruther for the Muster 

Sunday 17th  Depart Anstruther    10 a.m.  

    HW       08:15 BST – 5.2m 

    Sail to Eyemouth visiting May Isle 

    HW       20:51 BST – 4.9m 

Monday 18th  Spend the day in Eyemouth 

Tuesday 19th  Depart Eyemouth    9 a.m. 

    HW       10:25 BST – 4.6m 

    Sail to Holy Island 

    Anchor at Holy Island    1 p.m. 

Wednesday 20th  Spend the day on Holy Island or visit Farne Islands 

Thursday 21st  Depart Holy Island    9 a.m. 

    HW       12:51 BST – 4.8m 

    Sail to Eyemouth 

    Arrive Eyemouth     1 p.m. 

Friday 22nd   Depart Eyemouth    10 a.m. 

    HW       13:52 BST – 4.8m 

    Sail to Dunbar 

    Arrive Dunbar     2 p.m.  

    Overnight at Dunbar 

    LW       08:14 BST – 1.4m 

Saturday 23rd  Depart Dunbar     10 a.m. 

    Sail to Port Egar passing the Bass Rock and Fidra 

    Arrive Port Edgar     6 p.m. 

Cruise in Company Schedule 
By John Murphy 
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Forward planning is essential if you are contemplating a scrub or a coat of anti-fouling. 
 
The drying out berth is 3 metres above chart datum. This means that if you have a boat 
with a draught of 1.5 metres the tidal height must be at least 4.7 metres giving you a 
clearance of 0.2 of a meter. If your boat draws 2 metres you must have a tidal height of 
5.2 metres. You must also check that the following tide is at least as high to allow you to 
float off. To plan ahead get your tide table out and ring the dates where the tide is right for 
you and be sure to book the berth at the Marina Office. 
 
Caution – always approach the drying berth on a rising tide, never on a falling tide. The 
drying berth is on a slope so if you go on to the berth bow first the stern will drop and the 
boat will sit bow up. It is always better to reverse on with your port side lying to the pier. 
This will allow the boat to sit evenly and make it much easier to work on. 
 
Before leaving your pontoon berth to dry out make sure you have suitable bow and stern 
lines attached to your port side and place some fenders on your port side. 
When approaching the drying berth it is essential that you have at least one person on 
deck to throw the lines ashore and one person ashore to catch them. 
 
On the approach you have to keep quite close to the pier to avoid getting caught on the 
old rail track, this is probably the most difficult part of the whole manoeuvre. Do not at-
tempt this in strong easterly winds or you may end up stuck under the pier. 

 
Once alongside with bow and stern 
made fast, secure your boat with fore 
and aft springs; this keeps you held in 
the correct position to take the bottom. 
Next secure a line from the mast on to 
one of the shore pillars. This will prevent 
the boat from falling over to starboard. 
Finally secure a line from the base of the 
pier across to the midway point of the 
hull on the starboard side. This line will 
pull the boat in towards the pier as the 
tide drops. 
 
At this point put the kettle on, have a cof-

fee and wait until the tide goes out; it’s 

that easy!  

Dry Out and Stay Upright 
By John Murphy 

No—I said UPRIGHT! 
 

The consequences of premature 
release of your mast restraint. 
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“That's it, we won't see you again after this regatta.” Fran uttered in Ian's car on our way to 
East Coast Sailing Week a few years ago.  
“Once you have a wee one to take care of, that will be you.” I nodded solemly to Fran's sug-
gestion.  
 
Fiona and I were expecting our first in October that year. Sure, I felt the pre-parental cocktail 
of elation and pure terror but unlike most parents it wasn't just about how on earth we were 
going to raise this new human. It involved dropping sailing from my routine – from my life. I 
sensed a long period of mourning ahead. Languid, rainy Sunday afternoons staring out the 
sitting room window wondering who won the start. I'd torture myself looking at tide tables and 
synoptic charts imagining the conditions, the course choice and tactics. My daydream, broken 
by the sour smell of baby vomit, would fade as reality settled in like a chilly North Sea haar. 
 
I sailed up until the weekend before Lila was born in late October. I'd like to say I planned it 
this way, but an ideal time really to step back from the season. The weather's degrading, 
Wednesday night racing ends, and the brief winter break beckons.  
Still on Erin's email list I kept tabs on racing, results, upcoming trips and so on. Crucial to my 
reversal of Fran's prediction was keeping Fiona (my other half) in the loop about everything 
the boat was up to. i.e. This means a lot to me. Once the seed was planted and confirmed, I 
began an ambitious campaign to garner an invitation from John and permission from Fiona to 
take 14 days off to sail to Norway in June the following year.  
 
Success depended on the effect sailing had on my well being, state of mind and general hap-
piness. I made it out for a first Sunday sail in February. John shared the helm as we headed 
up river in a comfortable 15 knots south westerly. Cup of tea in hand, wheel in the other – 
there's no happier place for this guy. So when I floated home and kissed Fiona and Lila the 
good vibes flowed all around. I'd proven how sending me out for a sail was a win/win.  
 
But there was more work to be done. In order to formalise my interest, I completed the Yacht-
master theory course that winter. This too involved juggling time and help with child minding, 
but in the end it was only every second weekend so there was a week between to let the 
“wounds” heal. I studied when Lila was asleep so the net impact proved negligible. I now 
needed to log some miles on the water.  
 
Now there are some things we can control and others we cannot. And the next piece of the 
puzzle came from a power greater than me – it's my only explanation. Out of the blue, Fiona's 
parents called to propose a visit from Canada. Their dates fell exactly across the time we'd be 
in Norway. That week John formally asked me to join the trip and Fi's parents booked plane 
tickets to visit their granddaughter: win/win.  
If you've read Fran's log you'll know how that trip went. Some winning there too! 
 
My son was born last October. Shortly before, Fran said; ”well done, you managed to pull it 
off with one, but now you're really done for!” 
The challenge was set.  
 
Between breast feeds and Guantanamo levels of sleep deprivation, Fiona and I managed to 
race up to the PEYC prize giving in November. Arriving late, Ken had already eaten my soup. 

Sailing With Children 
By Tim McKeague 
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With my fresh waterboard-chic appearance John must have spotted a man in need. He and 
Isobel came over to say hi to Fi and generously gave us a couple of wee gifts for the kids. A 
family man himself. It was there in front of Fiona that John invited me to Denmark this sum-
mer. Fiona, infected by John's enthusiasm nodded away. “A great idea, you should do it!” She 
insisted. He then invited Fi and the kids out for a sail to Granton over New Year. That turned 
out to be a great day and our first sail as a family.  
 
Sailing and raising kids is about teamwork. Sometimes we play on a number of teams and 
every once in while the teams collaborate and amazing things happen. And if there's one 
thing I'm certain of, it's this: Nothing of any significance would ever be accomplished if we 
waited to see how all the pieces fell into place before saying “Yes”.   

Sailing With Children (Part 2) 
By Tim McKeague 

The mad staring eyes of a commited family man or a commited sailor? 
 

Read on for a taste of the log to which he refers... 
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2013 Bergen Lerwick Race 
By Frances Robertson 

On Wednesday 19th June 2013, as part of Erin's summer trip to Norway she took part in theFjordSailing 
Bergen to Lerwick Race.   This race has been running since 1986 and is the largest ocean racing event 
held in the North Sea. It's organised and run by the Hordaland Sailing Association in conjunction with Ler-
wick Boating Club and this year attracted 50 plus entries. In years gone by the event was run as a single 
race with two legs but is now run as two district races.   
 
We are one of only three UK boats to have entered (the rest being Scandinavian) and are taking part in 
the first race from Bergen to Lerwick which covers just over 200 miles nonstop.  Erin took part in this race 
in 2011 finishing 3rd in her class and 5th overall out of 33 boats so we were keen to do better.Our crew of 
seven all of who race out of Port Edgar comprised John Murphy, Ken Brown, Harry O'Donnell, Tim 
McKeague, Flora McPhail, Gary Tait and myself. 
 
The start area was an amazing sight with over 50 boats milling around at the line. The line was set be-
tween lighthouses on two islands Tekslo and Store Marsteinen (Lat 60º.08N long 5º.00E) The location 
being where the Korsfjorden fjord joines the Norwegian Sea approximately 200 miles due east of Shet-
land.   
 
The Norwegian Navy provided the committee boat and the start signal gun sounded like a Howitzer!
Despite waiting patiently for the 10 minute warning gun we somehow fail to hear it but fortunately catch 
the 5 minute gun.  All crew are in place with Harry on the bow calling the line. The tension on the boat 

was building. For the last 7 days we had been in cruise mode involving lots of hi-jinx but this was very 
different.  We were focused and wanted to win.  
We made the line with perfect timing although John was nervous that we were OCS as so many of the 
other boats were quite shy of the line.  Harry confirmed we were below the gun flash (signaling the start 
of the race) and that we were good to go – it was 1300hrs local time, we were off and sailing well.  
 
The wind was steady, around 10kts as forecast from the south west so we launched the asymmetric 
pretty soon after the start, building our lead on a heading of 260º.  The sun is out and the sea is calm – 
perfect conditions.  We all stay on deck for the first couple of hours in an effort to pull away from the rest 
of the fleet and then decide its best to get into our watch system as we’ve a long night ahead.   
 
We pass 004º.00E longitude at 1715hrs and per the sailing instructions radio in and confirm our call sign, 

The race starts. 
We build on a perfect 
start and take an early 

lead 
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sail number, boat name and position.  We are the first boat to make the call meaning we are the lead 
boat.  We are now some 30 miles west of the Norwegian coast which is no longer visible.   At around 
2030hrs the wind veers so we revert to the headsail and tack onto a heading of 220º and are now head-
ing south west (a more southerly route than the other boats but a decision that we later discover pays 
off).  We continue on this course until around 0100hrs when we tack back to a new heading of around 
300º so are now heading in a north westerly direction back towards the finish line. 
 
We pass the night trimming sails, drinking tea and telling stories.  In the distance, silouted by the fading 
light on the horizon, we can see some of 
the other boats but by our reckoning they 
still appear to be slightly behind us. At 
0300hrs we pass what can only be de-
scribed as a ‘ghost’ oil rig with a Stone-
henge feel to it on the international border 
between UK and Norway. We later dis-
cover that it’s a decommissioned oil rig 
that has been partly dismantled,  
 
At 0415hrs the sun rises.  It never really 
gets dark as it is not far off mid summers 
day.  The view of the sun rise is breath-
taking and everyone starts taking pictures 
in a David Bailey abstract sort of way cap-
turing bits of the boat in the warm sun.  
Flora’s creative idea of capturing her own 
shadow on the jib was probably the best 
effort. 
 
By 1030hrs the wind has backed south sufficiently to allow us to fly the asymmetric and make a heading 
of 270º directly towards Bard Head, the south tip of Shetland (Bressay Island). 
 
At 1245hrs per the race instructions we radio Shetland Coast Guard to confirm we have crossed 000º 00’ 
Longitude.  Again we are the first to do so indicating we are still the lead boat.  We are 33 miles from the 
east coast of Shetland.  The finish line at Lerwick harbour is then another 4.5 miles north from when we 
enter Bressay Sound, so we have approximately 4.5 hours to go before we finish. We decide to approach 
Lerwick from the south end of Bressay as the tide is due to turn north shortly before we arrive at Bard 
Head point. 
 
We can still see a number of boats on the horizon but it’s difficult to estimate their distance.  The same 
boats kept with us pretty much from the start.  We managed to identify some of them using AIS and some 
using guess work. They included Amelia, on which John’s good friend Odd was sailing, Solgang, Fritt 
Fram and Serenity. Serenity, a First 44.7 with a good racing record was the closest yacht, she is a much 
lighter and faster boat so we were pleased to be ahead of her. Annoyingly she had been creeping up on 
us slowly but we were determined not to let her overtake us when we were so close to finishing. 
 
When we catch sight of Bressay the crew’s spirits are lifted and from around 1400hrs we stop the watch 
system and all crew stay on deck to ensure Erin keeps her lead.   As we approach Bressay we appear to 
be on collision course with a tanker but thankfully it passes just ahead of us and we don’t need to alter 
our course.  There is a second tanker but after a quick check on AIS we establish it is at anchor.  We 
manage to pick up a mobile phone signal that enables us to check our position on our ‘yellow 
brick’tracker and confirm that we are still the lead boat.  We were still managing to fly the asymmetric, the 
wind had picked up to around 13kts from the south but as we pass the south tip of Bressay we hit a wind 
shadow and really struggle to maintain our boat speed.   Serenity is now closing fast.  

2013 Bergen Lerwick Race (Part 2) 
By Frances Robertson 
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As we round the headland into Bressay Sound on to a northerly course towards the finish line we under-
take a well planned peel.  Much to everyone’s relief the peel is perfectly executed and with the tide in our 
favor and the wind filling in from the south we pick up speed and more importantly maintain our lead.  
Two miles from the finish line we make our final radio call to the race officials to alert them of our finish – 
the tension on the boat increases as they seemed to take forever to respond. 
 
The finish is at Lerwick harbor with the line adjacent to the yacht club and Maryfield ferry terminal.   We 
cross at 1726hrs (local time) to the sound of cannon fire.  The race was closer than we would have liked 
but after 28 hours 26 minutes and 43 seconds we are elated to be finished! 
 
Once we get the spinnaker down we are greeted by race officials who have come out to meet us in a 
rib.They hand us the much coveted Blue Ribbon and shake John’s hand congratulating him and confirm-
ing that Erin has ‘line honours’.  A loud cheer goes up from the crew and we hoist the banner as we head 

into the harbor where people are waiting to welcome us and take our lines.  There is great excitement 
that the first boat home is Scottish. Later we discover that Erin hits the headlines with line honour, 2nd in 
class and 6th overall - so much so that we are interviewed by both  STV and the Shetland Times. 
 
Five minutes after we land we take Serenity’s lines as they raft up next to us. Their crew of six burly Vi-
kings, all born to sail, congratulate us. My heart goes out to them they are absolutely exhausted and so 
disappointed not to have crossed the line in first place.  They mean no harm but stare in disbelief that 
Erin, a heavy 49ft cruising yacht and a crew that included of all things two females had managed to beat 
them in their thoroughbred racing machine!  They follow John about for the next couple of days trying to 
find out his secret! 
 
We do a quick change into our team Erin shirts and crack open the champagne to celebrate with Queen’s 
“we are the champions” blaring loudly in the background!  Our phones are going crazy with friends, family 
and club members congratulating us via text, email and Facebook messages adding to the already 
euphoric atmosphere of the crew.  John buys the crew a celebratory dinner of fish and chips.  We then 
head off for hot showers and a drink at the yacht club where we chat to our fellow competitors and watch 
for other boats as they come in to finish. Then back to Erin for well-deserved night’s sleep.  

2013 Bergen Lerwick Race (Part 3) 
By Frances Robertson 

Team pose in our Erin 
whites with the line 
honours pennant 
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So, let's recap the coastal skipper course from hell so far. 
• Day 1, never made it to Northern Ireland, spent all day sailing past Ailsa Craig, with a broken 

engine. 
• Day 2, morning in Campbeltown and its pleasures, plus sailing without engine back to Largs. 

But it was steak night in Largs marina! So swings and roundabouts. 
• Day 3, Lamlash in a yachtsman's gale and the "get what you're given lunch sans lettuce." 

• Day 4, Holy Loch... 
The gales continue thus making sleep impossible. Halyards sometimes have a nice lilt to them but 
not this night. The halyards sounded like a death knell! Sleep did not happen and it was a relief to 
have to get up for Day 5. One of the crew made a very good call and we ate French toast for 
breakfast - a very sustaining dish after little sleep. 
 
The order of the day was to practice parking and make it back to Largs but after the gearbox 
breaking we gave up on this so decided to go and sail. Thus not practising much parking but never 
mind; what Coastal skipper needs to park a yacht anyway? 
 
The sailing was strong wind which was excellent as it was behind us so we could practice surfing 
the waves and played the "who can get the yacht to do the most knots down a wave” game. The 
time past and it was close, I was in the lead but being the only girl the boys couldn't have that so 
the game continued until a boy was in the lead, such is the way of life. 
 
Finally, we made it back to Largs and out of the 5 potential coastal skippers 4 of us received our 
certificates. It was a relief to make it through despite the continual feeling of never ever wanting to 
sail ever again prevailing. 
 
What did I learn from this trip? Be careful who you sail with. Ailsa Craig can mock you, even 

though it is a lump of rock. Don't ask for lettuce on a sandwich unless you are going to make the 

sandwich. Campbeltown has a swimming pool and a Tesco. Sometimes doing a sailing course as 

your holiday can require another holiday afterwards but again such is the way of life. I am now a 

coastal skipper, I have learned a lot about morale and little about parking yachts. I look forward to 

my sailing holiday this summer, Port Edgar-Denmark-Whitby- And back! 

My Coastal Skipper Hell—Part 3 
By Flora McPhail 
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Ships In My Life 
By Jock McDougall of Shoki 

A cruise with a difference 
 
   I’m beginning on the deck of a ship, in August 1940, when I was 10. The ship was the SS Newfoundland 
and she was bound for Halifax Nova Scotia and carrying, among others, about 30 children, being sent to 
Canada for safety. With me were my sisters Pat (15) and Sheila (12). We had spent the summer holidays at 
Lloydy’s as usual, the parents having returned to India at the outbreak of war in September ’39. 'Lloydy',miss 
Lloyd, ran a sort of holiday home for children in a rambling old country house in Sussex, which we loved as 
much as we hated school. But instead of going back to our respective (and disliked) boarding schools, we 
found ourselves despatched by train to Liverpool, and so on board the Newfoundland. This seemed like a 
jolly good wheeze (I speak for myself) and much to be preferred. We stood on deck and waved goodbye to 
Liverpool (where we knew nobody) as the ship slowly eased away from the jetty. 

   Lunch awaited following a stroll about the ship with my new friend, William? Paterson – also 10, and he 
had a kilt. On the way out of harbour we passed a half-sunken ship lying at an odd angle, then another ap-
parently broken in two, its broken end looking a bit like a honeycomb; both aground; and on the water was 
much to-ing and fro-ing of tugs and small craft. Of course we had heard of air-raids but not seen their effect 
so far. It was a bit scary.   I don’t recollect it spoilt lunch, though the Atlantic swell did next day, and I have a 
clear memory of spewing over the taffrail aft – the only time (so far) I’ve actually BEEN sea-sick. 
 
   I shared a cabin with Paterson, while Sheila and Pat were in another nearby, both off a long corridor. The 
ship was obviously much too big and strong to be damaged by some beastly Nazi so I felt quite safe. How-
ever there was rather a loud bang on the second night just as we were turning in (mine was the top 
bunk).  A nurse came running along the passage shouting “everything is all right” rather unconvincingly at all 
the faces poking out of cabin doors, so we all went back to bed. 
 
   The next day found us on the ocean, no sign of land, surrounded by other ships, all steaming quite slowly 
in rows. Astern of us was a small, old freighter, the Clan MacPhee making rather heavy weather of the swell 
and taking a lot of spray over the bow. Our sturdy ship was obviously miles better – though she did roll a lot, 
hence my acquaintance with the taffrail and my study of the Clan MacPhee. About this throng of ships there 
roamed destroyers – smaller, much faster and often flashing signalling lights at us, and obviously in charge 
of everything. 

The Newfoundland before  the war. 
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Ships In My Life (Part 2) 
By Jock McDougall of Shoki 

 
   And so we trundled on for two more days, getting used to shipboard life – mealtimes, hide-and-seek about 
the deck, sing-songs in the evening , and of course ‘boat drill’ every day when we put on life-jackets and 
stood beside our allotted life-boat to be counted. We were never far from a life-jacket and were used anyway 
to carrying about a gas-mask so it seemed quite normal to a 10-year-old (the girls didn’t tell me what they 
were thinking). On the fourth or fifth day we were called to life-boat stations rather early. It was a grey day, 
quite a bit of swell running, the convoy ploughing on but its lines were less straight and sometimes zig-
zagging a bit. Clan MacPhee was further behind. No destroyers were to be seen. Word ran round that the 
destroyer escort had transferred to an incoming convoy and that one of the ships on the far side of the con-
voy had sunk. A little later Pat, who was standing beside Paterson a little away from Sheila and me, saw a 
ship about two rows from us, turn over  and sink. Clan MacPhee disappeared astern as we put on speed. 
After a while there were no other ships in sight and we continued on our way alone, much faster.  
   Another morning, and all the sounds and motion of a ship at sea had stopped – we were not only in har-
bour – St. John’s, Newfoundland as it turned out – but in dry dock. 

   Paterson and I (we were allowed ashore in pairs) went to explore this strange new place but gave it up 
when some small locals threw stones at us, more for something to do than out of malice – we thought – per-
haps it was Paterson’s kilt. It was strange to see a brightly lit town, why didn’t they have a blackout like the 
rest of us?  
 
A day or two later we were on our way again, and on to our destination – Halifax, Nova Scotia, arriving 25th 
august (it too was all lit up, even the streets, and the cars). We were met by our Uncle, Sandy Anderson, 
and driven on to Shelburne. Before we left SS Newfoundland the Captain got us all together in the dining 
room. He told us we had been struck by a torpedo two nights after leaving Liverpool. The torpedo had failed 
to explode properly and caused little damage, but hence the bang in the night and the later dry dock inspec-
tion. When the destroyer escort had left, the submarine(s) attacked the convoy again and sank several 
ships. It was thought one was Clan MacPhee.  
 
 
 

The Newfoundland at St.Johns, Newfoundland. Probably pre-war . 
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Ships In My Life (Part 3) 
By Jock McDougall of Shoki 

Postscript 
 

   70+ years after the events described, the following has been established --- How amazing is the internet. 
Newfoundland was flagship of convoy OB1971 (i.e. carried the convoy commodore,2). Built in 1925, length 129m, 
GRT  6791 tons. She was later converted to a hospital ship. She was bombed while in the Adriatic on 12/9/43 
and after burning for two days, was sunk on 14/9/43 by gunfire from two US destroyers (Mayo and Plunkett). The 
captain and many of the crew died during the bombing. There were no patients on board but several medical 
staff, including nurses, were killed. The ship was clearly marked as a hospital ship. 

- Newfoundland was flagship of convoy OB1971 (i.e. carried the convoy commodore,2). Built in 1925, length 
129m, GRT  6791 tons. She was later converted to a hospital ship. She was bombed while in the Adriatic 
on 12/9/43 and after burning for two days, was sunk on 14/9/43 by gunfire from two US destroyers (Mayo 
and Plunkett). The captain and many of the crew died during the bombing. There were no patients on 
board but several medical staff, including nurses, were killed. The ship was clearly marked as a hospital 
ship. 

- Clan MacPhee (6628 tons), Master, Thomas Cranwell, completed 1911. Was sunk 16/8/40 by U-30 (Fritz-
Julius Lemp, Kapitan Lieutenant) with one torpedo, about 350 miles west of North Uist. The master and 66 
crew were lost. 41 were picked up by Kelet. Kelet was then sunk three days later by Sub UA, commanded 
by Hans Cohausz, with the loss of 6 men, all survivors of Clan MacPhee. Kelet was torpedoed and then 
sunk by gunfire from the surfaced U-boat. 35 remaining survivors were picked up by the Norwegian 
Varegg and landed at Galway. [ The Clan Line lost 30 of their 40-odd ships during the war. Clan MacPhee 
was on the way to Bombay and the Far East]. 

- Also in Convoy OB197: sunk on 16/8 was Medrun (by U-48). Alcinous was damaged by U-46 but returned 
to harbour. Junaka – fate not known. 

- Kaaparen reached Halifax. She later sank in Halifax harbour as a result of a collision while forming a con-
voy, 14/6/42. 

Fritz-Julius Lemp was one of the most successful enemy submarine captains and in U-30 sank 19 ships, of total 
tonnage 96,000. He laid mines 5-6 miles west of Liverpool Bar Light Vessel in January 1940, which may have 
accounted for the wrecks we saw on the way out, and he was waiting for us in the NW approaches. He was 26 
years old and received his Knights Cross in August 1940. His first kill was SS Athenia, sunk 3/9/39 – the day that 
war was declared – with 112 lives lost. He also hit HMS Barham – a battleship – 60 miles west of the Butt of 
Lewis on 28/12/39, and put her out of action for 6 months. (Barham was sunk in the Mediterranean in 1941 by U-
331).  Battleships too had a hard time of it in WW2, but they did contribute to the sinking or bottling-up of the 
large German surface-raiders 
 
   Lemp was given the new U-110 in 1941 but his luck failed and he had no more successes. Off Iceland on 
9/5/41 U-110 was depth-charged by the corvette Aubretia and forced to the surface. The boat was then shelled 
by the destroyer Bulldog. Sub Lt David Balme of Bulldog led a boarding party onto U-110, went below and man-
aged to remove the top secret coding machine. Lemp was killed during the action, a just end to his brief, brave, 
but murderous life. The coder was sent to Bletchley Park and led to the breaking of the Enigma Code. (Bulldog 
was also first R.N. ship into the Channel Isles in May'45, where her captain took the German surrender.  ) 
 
   On 17/9/40 City Of Benares, 11,800 tons, was torpedoed and sunk, just before midnight, 600 miles west of 
Ireland, after her convoy’s naval escort was deployed elsewhere. On board were about a hundred child evacu-
ees. 87 were drowned or died of exposure. 175 adults lost their lives. (Survivors were picked up by HMS Hurri-
cane after about 6 hours). City Of Benares was torpedoed by U-48: the first 2 torpedoes missed, the 3rd struck 
astern. 
Evacuation of children overseas was stopped immediately thereafter. 
So fine are the threads of chance.  
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Ships In My Life (Part 4) 
By Jock McDougall of Shoki 

   When the war began over one third of the world’s shipping was British. By June 1940, more than 60 ships 
were being sunk each month, nearly all in the North Atlantic. The Blitz was full-on with enemy bombers over the 
UK by the hundred every day; France was lost. The British Army had largely escaped via Dunkirk but left without 
weaponry. The German military was amassing thousands of troop-carrying barges on the coasts of Holland and 
France. Only the Navy and RAF fighter command stood between us and the all-powerful Nazi war machine. In 
August 1940, the month of our sailing, 88 ships were sunk, 360 fighter planes shot down, 662 enemy bombers 
destroyed. Churchill ' The Second World War, Vol. ii, ‘Their Finest Hour’ said “the only thing that ever really 
frightened me was the U-boat peril” he was even more anxious about this 'grip on the throat' than about the air 
fight of the Battle of Britain, though London might be reduced to rubble. A million tons a week of imports – 
through Liverpool and the Clyde, other ports being still more open to attack – were needed to keep the country 
alive, to feed the people and to bring in weapons and raw materials, and the oil that fuelled everything. And until 
late in 1941 when the US joined the fight, Britain and the commonwealth did stand alone. 
    Of all our shipping losses in the whole war 80% were in the North Atlantic. Britain lost more than 11 million 
tons of shipping. A total of 996 enemy subs were destroyed or captured during this Battle of the Atlantic. During 
the more than four years of the battle, a fight to the finish, the Royal Navy disposed of all German battleships, 
cruisers and destroyers, and destroyed or captured all of the Italian fleet. In doing so, about seventy thousand 
British seamen were lost. 
 
Give it a thought when you next pass the memorial. 

1 OB197 51 ships with 2 escorts for 1st 3 days. Formed off Liverpool 13/8/40, dispersed 16/8/40.  
2 Convoy commodore was R. Adm. H.B. Maltby.  

The Newfoundland 1943—Now a hospital ship. 
The worse for wear after four years of ceaseless war. 

She was sunk soon afterwards. 
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Thanks to Martin for this delicious tagine. Having tried it out myself I can at-

test that you don’t need a tagine to make it—a lidded casserole will do, though 

you will need an oven. Martin and his handsome Hanse 415 “NIZUC” is a relative 

newcomer to Port Edgar.  

Welcome Aboard Martin! 
 

TAGINE OF CHICKEN with confit lemon and black olives  

 
INGREDIENTS 

• 1 medium sized organic/free-range 
chicken 

• 100g peeled root ginger 
• 1 small white onion, peeled 
• 3 cloves garlic, crushed 
• 1 pinch saffron thread 
• 1 green pepper 
• 3 sticks celery 
• 1 tsp coriander seeds 
• 2 ripe plum tomatoes 
• 4 tbsp extra virgin olive oil 
• 1 tsp ground cumin 
• 120g pitted kalamata olives 
• Sea salt 
• Ground white pepper 
• 220ml dry white wine 
• 1 small jar preserved/confit lemons 

 

METHOD 

1. Finely chop the ginger, onion and celery. 
2. Crush the coriander seeds. 

3. Drop the tomatoes into boiling water for 30 seconds and then into iced water 
and remove the skin. Cut them into a dice. 

4. Joint the chicken into around eight pieces. 
5. Heat the olive oil in a large heavy casserole pan. 

6. Brown the chicken well on all sides in the pan. 
7. Add the onions to the pan and cook gently for 5 minutes. 

8. Add the garlic, ginger, saffron, celery, cumin, coriander, olives, tomatoes and 
green pepper. 

9. Season with a pinch of salt and pepper and stir well. 
10.Add the wine and bring to the boil. 

11.Transfer all into a tagine dish and cook with the lid on, in the oven at 200°c 

for 45 minutes. 
12.Add the lemons and replace the lid. 

13.Turn the oven off and place the tagine in with the door open for 10 minutes. 
Serve at the table from the tagine dish along with some couscous and salad. 
   

 

Cooking with Martin 
By Martin Wishart 
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Photo Caption Contest 

Finally—a use for all those bloody Toppers! 

I’m going to find 
those keys if it 

kills me. 

And if no-one but Doug Ross sends in photos next time either, I’m going to have 
to consider offering a prize for the best one! 
karlsaville@yahoo.com 
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Letter From The Editor 

Welcome to your spring Beamer—just in time for racing season. 
As usual—thanks to all who contributed: 
 
We have Tim McKeague’s heart-rending tale of having to choose between raising his 
family and raising sails.  
 
Followed by a (very much) condensed version of Fran’s non-prize-winning log of 
Erin’s Bergen to Lerwick race. You may be disappointed at the lack of drinking and de-
bauchery in this heavily censored snippet—for the full horror story of the “twin dangers 
of rough seas and alcohol consumption” you will have to refer to Fran’s complete Mil-
lennium Quaich Cruising Log entry. But be warned—’tis a tale to shiver the timbers of 
those afraid to hoist sail in any wind strong enough to blow the bubbles off their Cham-
pagne! 
 
John Murphy contributes some very useful advice for drying out yachts on the launch-
ing slip, and Flora McPhail then concludes her sad story of qualifying as a Coastal 
Skipper. 
 
We also have John’s cruising schedule for the coming year. Some of the cruises are 
on Sunday race days, but the week-long cruise to Holy Island jumping off from the An-
struther Muster looks like terrific fun. You should all come along for that. ALL! 
 
Fans of Cooking With Karl will be pleased to see that the second half of my series on 
the history and philosophy of sandwich-making has been bumped for a delicious rec-
ipe by someone who can cook: Martin Wishart. I understand he runs some kind of 
café in town :) 
I’m afraid you’ll just have to wait another few months to find out how make that perfect 
sandwich. 
 
I’m particularly grateful to Jock McDougall of Shoki for his beautiful but heart-breaking 
story of  his time on the SS Newfoundland, and some poignant thoughts on the sacri-
fices of the many who served aboard her. Jock has been very ill of late, and I know 
that all of our thoughts go out to him and his family. 
 
You may have noticed that much of the material in this Beamer comes from the crew 
of the same yacht. Well, it so happens that they are the easiest for me to bully into put-
ting finger to keyboard. I’d be more than happy to see you redress that balance—if you 
think you’re sailor enough! 
 
You know who I am… 
...Ed 
 

karlsaville@yahoo.com 
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E: karlsaville@yahoo.com 
M: 07708 789 648 


